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“This fast-paced political thriller is a gripping story of family secrets and government corruption … With
unexpected twists and political issues that ring true, this is a bang-up novel for anyone who enjoys a good
conspiracy theory.” --Publishers Weekly review of Amazon Breakout Novel Award Semi-finalist Rebecca
Tree The world is running out of time as the American political system is trapped in an accelerating death-
spiral into irrationality. The country becomes increasingly more polarized as rapidly rising seawater
separates ‘wet’ states from ‘dry’ states. Parts of South Florida surrender to the sea as carcasses of once-chic
beachfront hotels poke out from the ocean floor. ‘Guest’ agricultural workers from Mexico hand-pollinate
fruit trees and vegetable crops in a desperate effort to maintain the country’s food supply. California’s once
plentiful fruits are now as rare as caviar in post-Tsarist Russia. Out of this chaos emerges Rebecca Tree, the
rebellious granddaughter of America’s most powerful politician, Merewether Tree. A successful inventor
and businesswoman, Rebecca’s life is marked by a string of tragedies, having lost both parents at the age of
two, and her twin sister Allison at the age of four. The loss of her sister stirs her heart to beat for two,
propelling Rebecca forward into a life of accomplishment, developing technologies that might help reverse
global warming. When Rebecca's brother, the current president of the United States, dies in office during an
election year, her grandfather blackmails her into entering the race for the White House. After shockingly
winning the election in a dysfunctional near-future America, she begins a journey uncovering family secrets
while trying to restore rationality to an embittered country … if only she can avoid the brother-and-sister
‘Native Force’ team that seems hell-bent on assassinating her. Beware of whiplash—
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From reader reviews:

David Bolds:

The book Rebecca Tree give you a sense of feeling enjoy for your spare time. You can use to make your
capable considerably more increase. Book can for being your best friend when you getting pressure or
having big problem together with your subject. If you can make studying a book Rebecca Tree being your
habit, you can get a lot more advantages, like add your own personal capable, increase your knowledge about
some or all subjects. You can know everything if you like open up and read a e-book Rebecca Tree. Kinds of
book are a lot of. It means that, science guide or encyclopedia or others. So , how do you think about this
publication?

James Ellis:

As people who live in typically the modest era should be upgrade about what going on or facts even
knowledge to make these individuals keep up with the era that is certainly always change and make progress.
Some of you maybe will certainly update themselves by reading through books. It is a good choice for
yourself but the problems coming to anyone is you don't know what type you should start with. This Rebecca
Tree is our recommendation to help you keep up with the world. Why, because this book serves what you
want and want in this era.

Charlotte Bernstein:

The experience that you get from Rebecca Tree may be the more deep you searching the information that
hide in the words the more you get enthusiastic about reading it. It does not mean that this book is hard to be
aware of but Rebecca Tree giving you buzz feeling of reading. The copy writer conveys their point in
specific way that can be understood by means of anyone who read that because the author of this e-book is
well-known enough. This book also makes your vocabulary increase well. Making it easy to understand then
can go together with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We advise you for having this
Rebecca Tree instantly.

Beverly Woods:

Information is provisions for those to get better life, information nowadays can get by anyone with
everywhere. The information can be a expertise or any news even a problem. What people must be consider
while those information which is within the former life are challenging be find than now's taking seriously
which one is acceptable to believe or which one often the resource are convinced. If you have the unstable
resource then you understand it as your main information you will see huge disadvantage for you. All of
those possibilities will not happen in you if you take Rebecca Tree as your daily resource information.
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